Alt Tags for Exhibits and Figures in the Main Body of the Report

Exhibit 1, entitled Ranking of State by Percentage of Voter Turnout, ranks the States by percentage of voter turnout using different registration bases, including the estimated Voting Age Population (VAP) and the Citizen Voting Population (CVAP). More specifically, reported registration is divided by the VAP and CVAP numbers to obtain the percentage of reported registration. The data are presented for both 2014 and 2010.

Exhibit 2, entitled Early In-person Voting 2014 General Election, presents data for early in-person voting through a color-coded map of the United States. More specifically, gray represents 0%, blue represents 0.01% to 4.99%, green represents 5% to 20.99%, orange represents 21% to 40.99%, and red represents 41% to 48.26%.

Exhibit 3 is entitled How Americans Voted in the 2014 Midterm Election. The percentage of usage by voting method is presented through a color-coded pie chart. More specifically, blue represents in-person, red represents domestic absentee, tan represents early voting, purple represents mail voting, green represents not categorized, orange represents provisional, light blue represents UOCAVA, and light pink represents other voting.

Exhibit 4, entitled Highest Absentee Voting Rates – Excluding UOCAVA Voters and Vote-by-Mail States, presents the top four States with the highest absentee voter rates.

Exhibit 5 is entitled Top Reasons for Rejecting Absentee Ballots and lists the top ten reasons for rejecting absentee ballots, along with the number and the percentage of absentee ballots rejected for each reason.

Exhibit 6 is entitled Rejection Rates for Provisional Ballots – 2014 Election. The provisional ballot rejection rate by State is presented through a color-coded map of the United States. More specifically, gray represents no data, purple represents 24% or less, blue represents 25% to 49%, green represents 50% to 74%, orange represents 75% to 89%, and red represents 90% to 100%.

Exhibit 7, entitled Top Reasons for Rejecting Provisional Ballots lists the top ten reasons for rejecting provisional ballots, along with the number and the percentage of provisional ballots rejected for each reason.

Exhibit 8 is entitled Ratio of Confirmation Notices to Number of Registered Voters: 2014 Election. The percentage of registered voters in each State who were sent a confirmation notice is presented through a color-coded map of the United States. More specifically, gray represents States where the data was not reported, blue represents 0.01 to 4.9%, green represents 5-9.9%, orange represents 10-14.9%, and red represents 15-35.9%

Exhibit 9, entitled Ballots Transmitted, is a pie chart that presents the proportion of ballots transmitted nationwide that were sent to each type of voter: overseas citizens, uniformed services, and other voters.
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as well as those ballots not able to be categorized. Of all UOCAVA ballots transmitted, 51.7% were sent to members of the uniformed services, 44.4% were sent to overseas civilians, 1.1% were sent to other voters, and 1.4% were not categorized.

Exhibit 10, entitled Number of Ballots Transmitted to UOCAVA Voters, November 2014 General Election, presents a color-coded map of the United States of America. The color-coding categorizes the number of ballots that each State transmitted to UOCAVA voters from less than 1,000 to greater than 25,000. The exact number of ballots that each State transmitted is also presented on the map.

Exhibit 11, entitled Reasons for Rejected UOCAVA Ballots, is a pie chart that presents the proportions of rejected ballots by the reason for rejection. Reasons for rejection included: not received on time or missed deadline, problem with voter signature, ballot lacked a postmark, other reason, and the reason was not categorized.

Figure 12 is entitled Percentage of UOCAVA Ballots Submitted that were Counted, November 2014 General Election. It presents a color-coded map of the United States, with the color-coding categorizing the percentage of submitted ballots that were counted for each State. The categories include: data inconsistent or not available, below 70%, 70% to 79.9%, 80% to 89.9%, 90% to 94.9% and 95% to 100%. Most States counted 95% or more of the ballots that were submitted.

Appendix A is entitled Response Rates for Selected Questions. It presents the response rates for selected survey items in the following categories: NVRA, UOCAVA, and EAVS: Other Items. The table lists the survey item, followed by the number of responding jurisdictions in 2014 and the response rate for 2014, 2012, 2010, and 2008 where the data are available.

Alt Tags for Tables in the Table Sections of the Report

Table 1a, entitled Registration History, presents data for each State on reported registration, survey response, and change from previous Federal election. More specifically, data presented on reported registration include estimated voting age population, reported registration, and percentage of voting age population that is reported registered. The survey response data include total registration (including both active and inactive), active registration, inactive registration, and the percentages of active and inactive registration within the total registration. The presented data on the change from previous Federal election include the difference in reported registration, the percentage point difference of total voting age population that are reported registered, the difference in active registration, the percentage point difference of active registration, the inactive registration difference, and the change in percentage points of inactive registration. The table is organized alphabetically by State, and within each State, by year starting with 2014 data and going back to 1992, where available. The number of jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 1b is entitled Registration Summary for 2014, and presents data for each State on reported registration, survey response, and change from previous Federal election. More specifically, data presented on reported registration include estimated voting age population, reported registration, and
percentage of voting age population that is reported registered. The survey response data include total registration, active registration, inactive registration, and the percentages of active and inactive registration within the total registration. The presented data on the change from previous Federal election include differences in data from 2012 to 2014. Specifically, differences in reported registration, the percentage point difference of total voting age population that are reported registered, the difference in active registration, the percentage point difference of active registration, the inactive registration difference, and the change in percentage points of inactive registration are presented. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 1c, entitled Registration Rates for Voting Age Population (VAP) Using Different Registration Bases, presents, alphabetically by State, the estimated VAP, reported registration, reported registration percentage of VAP, ranking of percentage of VAP, active plus inactive percentage of VAP, ranking of active plus inactive percentage of VAP, active only percentage of VAP, and ranking of active only percentage of VAP.

Table 1d is entitled Registration Rates for Citizen Voting Age Population (CVAP) Using Different Registration Bases. This table presents the estimated CVAP, reported registration, reported registration percentage of CVAP, ranking of percentage of CVAP, active plus inactive percentage of CVAP, ranking of active plus inactive percentage of CVAP, active only percentage of CVAP, and ranking of active only percentage of CVAP. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 2a, entitled Application Sources: Total Forms Received, presents, in alphabetical order by State, data on the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, the total applications received, applications received from individual voters, applications received from different voter registration agencies, and applications not categorized. More specifically, the applications received from individual voters include the total, number of cases, and the percent of mail registration applications, in-person registration applications, and Internet registration applications. The data on applications received from different voter registration agencies include the total, number of cases, and the percent of motor vehicle offices, public assistance offices, disability services offices, Armed Forces recruitment offices, other State agencies, registration drives from advocacy groups or parties, and other sources.

Table 2b is entitled Application Sources: New Registrations. This table presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data on the total new registration applications received, applications received from individual voters, applications received from different voter registration agencies, and applications not categorized. More specifically, the applications received from individual voters include the total and the percent of mail registration applications, in-person registration applications, and Internet registration applications. The data on applications received from different voter registration agencies include the total and the percent of motor vehicle offices, public assistance offices, disability services offices, Armed Forces recruitment offices, other State agencies, registration drives from advocacy groups or parties, and other sources.
Table 2c, entitled Application Sources: Duplicate Registrations, presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data on the total duplicate applications received, applications received from individual voters, applications received from different voter registration agencies, and applications not categorized. More specifically, the applications received from individual voters include the total and the percent of mail registration applications, in-person registration applications, and Internet registration applications. The data on applications received from different voter registration agencies include the total and the percent of motor vehicle offices, public assistance offices, disability services offices, Armed Forces recruitment offices, other State agencies, registration drives from advocacy groups or parties, and other sources.

Table 2d is entitled Application Sources: Invalid or Rejected Forms, and presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data on the total invalid registration applications received, applications received from individual voters, applications received from different voter registration agencies, and applications not categorized. More specifically, the applications received from individual voters include the total and the percent of mail registration applications, in-person registration applications, and Internet registration applications. The data on applications received from different voter registration agencies include the total and the percent of motor vehicle offices, public assistance offices, disability services offices, Armed Forces recruitment offices, other State agencies, registration drives from advocacy groups or parties, and other sources.

Table 3, entitled Applications Processed, presents the number of election jurisdictions in the survey for each State, along with: data on the total reported registrations; registration forms received; change of name, party or address within jurisdiction; duplicate applications; invalid or rejected applications; new “pre” registration applications; change of name, party or address across jurisdictions; other applications; new registrants added to voter list; the percent of applications received; the percent of reported registrations; and those not categorized. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 4a is entitled Voter List Maintenance: Confirmation Notices, and presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, total 2014 registration, confirmation notices sent and their percentage of the total reported registration. More specifically, the total, number of cases, and percent of notices are presented for confirmations received from voter, received confirmation invalid, returned undeliverable, status unknown, other sources, and those not categorized.

Table 4b, entitled Voter List Maintenance: Removal Actions, is organized alphabetically by State, and presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, the number of voters removed for 2012 to 2014, number of cases, and the percent of reported registered voters removed for 2012 to 2014. More specifically, the total, number of cases, and percent of removed data are presented for removed due to moved from jurisdiction, removed due to death, removed due to failure to vote, removed due to request of voter, removed due to felony conviction, removed due to mental incompetence, and removed due to other reasons. The number of voters removed that were not categorized is also presented.
Table 5 is entitled Same Day Registration. This table presents, for each State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, 2014 reported registration, total and number of cases of Same Day Registration Applications, and their percent of the total reported registration. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 6, entitled Jurisdictions Conducting Registration, presents, alphabetically by State, the number of jurisdictions in the State and the number of jurisdictions in the survey. It is noted that jurisdictions are counties unless otherwise noted for each State. In cases where a State’s jurisdictions in the survey include independent cities, it is noted in the table. The table also notes that in six States, the number of jurisdictions included in the survey is fewer than the total number of jurisdictions in the State, and an explanation is provided for each of these cases. Other relevant notes concerning State jurisdictions are also included in the table.

Table 7 is entitled Response Rates for Selected Questions. It presents the response rates for selected survey items in the following categories: NVRA, UOCAVA, and EAVS: Other Items. The table lists the survey item, followed by the number of responding jurisdictions in 2014 and the response rate for 2014, 2012, and 2010.

Table 8, entitled UOCAVA Ballots Transmitted: Type of Voter, presents data for each State on the number of UOCAVA ballots transmitted. The survey response data includes total UOCAVA ballots transmitted and number of cases (including ballots transmitted to uniformed services domestic or overseas, non-military/civilian overseas, and other voters), ballots transmitted to domestic and overseas uniformed service members, overseas non-military civilians, and other voters, and ballots not categorized. The total, cases, and percent of total UOCAVA ballots transmitted by each State are presented for uniformed services domestic or overseas, non-military/civilian overseas, and other voters. The table is organized alphabetically by State, and the number of jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 9 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Transmitted: Disposition of Ballots and presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with UOCAVA ballots transmitted to voters and ballot disposition. More specifically, the data presented include the total number of ballots transmitted, ballots returned and submitted for counting, ballots returned as undeliverable, spoiled or replaced ballots, status unknown (not returned), and other disposition ballots. The number of cases for each State’s total number of ballots transmitted is also included. The data returned and submitted for counting, returned as undeliverable, spoiled or replaced, status unknown, and other disposition ballots include the number of ballots, cases, and percentage of the UOCAVA ballot total. The numbers of ballots not categorized are also presented.

Table 10, entitled UOCAVA Ballot Submitted for Counting: Type of Voter, presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of UOCAVA ballots received from voters, by type of voter, for all ballots. Included in the data presented are the total numbers of ballots submitted for counting and number of cases, along with ballots received from uniformed services domestic or overseas, non-military overseas, other
voters, and ballots not categorized. More specifically, the total, cases, and percent of ballots submitted for counting are included in the data for uniformed services domestic or overseas voters, for non-military/civilian overseas voters, and for other voters. The number of election jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 11 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Submitted for Counting: Type of Ballot, All Voters. This table presents, for each State, the total cases and number of UOCAVA ballots submitted for counting from all voters, along with data from absentee ballots, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAB), other ballots, and ballots not categorized. More specifically, total, cases, and percent of total UOCAVA ballots received are presented for absentee ballots, for FWAB, and for other ballots. The table is organized alphabetically by State, and the number of jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 12 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Submitted for Counting: Type of Ballot, Uniformed Services Voters. This table presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data on the number of absentee ballots, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAB), other ballots, and total number of ballots submitted by uniformed services voters with total number of cases. The data on types of ballots submitted by uniformed services voters include total, cases, and percent of absentee ballots, FWAB, and other types of ballots. The numbers of ballots not categorized are also presented for each State.

Table 13, entitled UOCAVA Ballots Submitted for Counting: Type of Ballot, Non-military/Civilian Voters, presents data for each State on absentee ballots, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAB), and other ballots submitted by non-military/civilian voters, along with the total cases and number of ballots submitted for counting by non-military voters and number of ballots not categorized. The data for types of ballots submitted by non-military/civilian voters include the total, number of cases, and percent of absentee ballots, FWAB, and other ballots. The table is organized alphabetically by State and includes the number of jurisdictions in each State.

Table 14 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Counted: Type of Voter and presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data on the total number of UOCAVA ballots counted, ballots counted from uniformed services domestic or overseas voters, non-military/civilian overseas voters, other types of voters, and ballots not categorized. More specifically, the data presented for uniformed services voters, non-military/civilian overseas voters, and other voters include the total number of ballots counted, number of cases, and percentage. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 15 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Counted: Type of Ballot, All Voters and presents, in alphabetical order by State, the total number of UOCAVA ballots counted (including absentee, federal write-in ballots (FWAB), and other ballots), absentee ballots counted, federal write-in ballots (FWAB) counted, other ballots counted, and ballots not categorized. More specifically, the data on types of UOCAVA ballots counted include the total, number of cases, and percent of absentee, of FWAB, and of other ballots. The numbers and percentage of ballots not categorized are also presented for each State.
Table 16, entitled UOCAVA Ballots Counted: Type of Ballot, Uniformed Services Voters, presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data for ballots counted from uniformed services voters. More specifically, the total, number of cases, and percent of uniformed services voters are presented for absentee ballots, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAB), and other ballots. The data also include total ballots counted and number of cases from uniformed services voters. The numbers of ballots counted that were not categorized are also presented in the table, and the table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 17 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Counted: Type of Ballot, Non-Military/Civilian Voters. This table presents, alphabetically by State, data on the total number and cases for non-military/civilian voter ballots counted, along with absentee ballots, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAV) and other ballots counted from these voters. The total, cases, and percentage of absentee ballots, of FWAB, and of other ballots are presented, along with numbers of ballots not categorized. The number of jurisdictions for each State is also presented in the table.

Table 18 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots: Counted as % of Cast, by Type of Voter and presents, by State, data on all UOCAVA ballots cast and counted, ballots cast by and counted from uniformed services voters, and ballots cast by and counted from non-military/civilian voters. More specifically, the data for all UOCAVA ballots, uniformed services voters, and non-military/civilian voters include the total and number of cases for ballots cast and ballots counted, along with the percentage of cast ballots counted and number of ballots not counted. The number of election jurisdictions for each State is also presented.

Table 19, entitled UOCAVA Ballots: Counted by Type of Ballot, presents for each State data on UOCAVA ballots counted, including all UOCAVA ballots, absentees, FWABs, other ballots, and uncategorized ballots. More specifically, the total numbers of all UOCAVA ballots counted are given along with the total numbers of cases. The data on absentees, FWAB, and other ballots include total, cases and percent of all UOCAVA ballots counted. The table is organized alphabetically by State, and the number of jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 20 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Rejected: Type of Voter and presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data on UOCAVA ballots rejected. The survey response data includes total UOCAVA ballots rejected and number of cases (including uniformed services domestic or overseas, non-military/civilian overseas, and other voter ballots rejected), ballots rejected from domestic and overseas uniformed service members, overseas non-military civilians, and other voters, and ballots not categorized. The total, cases, and percent of UOCAVA ballots rejected by each State are presented for uniformed services domestic or overseas, non-military/civilian overseas, and other voters. The number of jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 21 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Rejected: Type of Ballot, All Voters. This table presents, for each State, the total cases and number of UOCAVA ballots rejected, along with absentee ballots rejected, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAB) rejected, and other ballots rejected. The data include total number of ballots, number of cases, and percent for rejected absentee ballots, for federal write-in...
absentee ballots (FWAB), and for other ballots. The numbers and percentages for ballots rejected that
were not categorized are also presented. The table is organized alphabetically by State, and the number
of jurisdictions for each State is also included.

Table 22, entitled UOCAVA Ballots Rejected: Type of Ballot, Uniformed Services Voters, presents, in
alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with data on
UOCAVA ballots rejected from uniformed services voters in total and by type of ballot. More specifically,
the total number cases and UOCAVA ballots rejected from uniformed services voters is presented. The
data on UOCAVA ballots rejected from uniformed services voters by ballot type include the total, cases,
and percentage of absentee ballots, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAB), and other ballots rejected
from uniformed services voters. The numbers and percentages for ballots rejected that were not
categorized are also presented.

Table 23 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Rejected: Type of Ballot, Non-military/Civilian Voters, and presents
data for each State on UOCAVA ballots rejected from non-military/civilian voters. The survey response
data includes UOCAVA ballots rejected from non-military/civilian voters and number of cases, as well as
from absentee ballots, federal write-in absentee ballots (FWAB), and other ballots rejected from this
voter group. The number and percentage of non-categorized ballots within this voter group are also
presented. The total, cases, and percent of total non-military/civilian voter UOCAVA ballots rejected by
each State are presented for absentee ballots, FWAB, and other ballots. The table is organized
alphabetically by State, and the number of jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 24 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots Rejected: Reason for Rejection. This table, organized alphabetically
by State, presents the total number and cases of UOCAVA ballots rejected and reasons for rejection.
More specifically, the table includes data for ballots not received on time or missed deadline, problem
with voter signature, ballot lacked postmark, and other reasons. The total, cases, and percentage of
ballot rejections are presented for ballots not received on time, problem with voter signature, ballot
lacked a postmark, and other reasons for rejection. The data also include numbers of rejected ballots
not categorized by reason, along with the number of election jurisdictions for each State.

Table 25, entitled UOCAVA Ballots: Cast as % of Transmitted; Counted, Rejected as % of Cast, All Voters,
presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, the number of UOCAVA
ballots transmitted and FWABs, ballots submitted from all voters, ballots counted from all voters, ballots
rejected from all voters, and uncategorized counted or rejected ballots. More specifically, the total and
number of cases are included for ballots transmitted and FWABs, ballots submitted from all voters,
balloots counted from all voters, and ballots rejected from all voters. The data include the percentages
of transmitted and FWABs submitted as ballots from all voters, the percentage of submitted (cast) ballots
counted from all voters, and the percentage of submitted ballots rejected from all voters. The table is
organized alphabetically by State.

Table 26 is entitled UOCAVA Ballots: Cast as % of Transmitted; Counted, Rejected as % of Cast,
Uniformed Service Voters and presents, in alphabetical order by State, ballots transmitted and FWABs,
ballots submitted from all voters, ballots counted from uniformed service voters, ballots rejected from uniformed service voters, and uncategorized counted or rejected ballots. The data include the percentage of transmitted and FWABs submitted as ballots from all voters, the percentage of submitted (cast) ballots counted from uniformed service voters, and the percentage of submitted ballots rejected from uniformed service voters. The data in the table present the total and number of cases for ballots transmitted and FWABs, for ballots submitted from all voters, for ballots counted from uniformed service voters, and for ballots rejected from uniformed service voters. The number of jurisdictions is also presented for each State.

Table 27, entitled UOCAVA Ballots: Cast as % of Transmitted; Counted, Rejected as % of Cast, Non-military/Civilian Voters, presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, the number of UOCAVA ballots transmitted and FWABs, ballots submitted from all voters, ballots counted from non-military voters, ballots rejected from non-military voters, and uncategorized counted or rejected ballots. More specifically, the total and number of cases are included for ballots transmitted and FWABs from, ballots submitted from, ballots counted from, and ballots rejected from non-military/civilian voters. The data presented in the table include the percentage of transmitted and FWABs submitted as ballots from all voters, the percentage of submitted (cast) ballots counted from non-military voters, and the percentage of submitted ballots rejected from non-military voters. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 28 is entitled Ballots Cast by Means of Voting and presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions included in the survey and the total number of participating voters, along with data for means of voting. More specifically, the total, cases, and percent of total participating voters are presented for in-person voting (at the polls, early voting, and provisional voting), domestic civilian and UOCAVA absentee voting, mail voting in vote by mail jurisdictions, and other means of voting. Totals and percentages of participating voters not categorized are also presented.

Table 29, entitled Turnout Rates for Voter Participation Using Different Bases, presents data for each State including the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, total voters participating, and data on voter turnout rates. More specifically, the survey response data includes total number, percentage of turnout, and rank for estimated voting age, estimated citizen voting age, and reported registration. The table also presents States arranged by ranking value for voting age, citizen voting age, and reported registration.

Table 30 is entitled Source Used to Determine Voter Participation. This table presents, alphabetically by State, the number of election jurisdictions included in the survey, the total number of participating voters and cases, along with data for each source used to arrive at the total number of voters reported. More specifically, the total, cases, and percentage are presented for voters checked off or poll book signatures, ballots counted, vote history, votes for highest office, and other or none indicated. In addition, total and percentage are presented for source not categorized.
Table 31, entitled Domestic Absentee Ballots Transmitted: Disposition of Ballots, presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, along with total ballots transmitted and number of cases. The survey response data includes total, cases, and percentage for ballots returned and submitted for counting, ballots returned as undeliverable, spoiled or replaced ballots, status unknown (not returned) ballots, and other disposition. Total and percentage are also included for ballots not categorized.

Table 32 is entitled Domestic Absentee Ballots: Sent to Permanent List; Submitted for Counting: Disposition and includes, for each State, the total number of ballots transmitted, permanent list transmissions, and percent. This table presents, for each State, total ballots submitted and total, cases, and percent for counted, rejected, and other ballots. The totals and percentages for ballots not categorized are also presented. The table is organized alphabetically by State, and the number of jurisdictions for each State is also included.

Table 33a is entitled Domestic Absentee Ballots: Reasons for Rejection, Part A. This table presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, total number of ballots rejected and cases, and data on domestic absentee ballots rejected and reason for rejection. More specifically, the reasons not received on time or missed deadline, no voter signature, no witness signature, non-matching signature, and no election official's signature each include total, cases, and percent of ballots rejected. The survey data also includes total and percent of ballots not categorized.

Table 33b, entitled Domestic Absentee Ballots: Reasons for Rejection, Part B, presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey and total number and cases for ballots rejected, along with data on domestic absentee ballots rejected and reason and ballots not categorized. More specifically, total number, cases, and percent are presented for ballot returned in unofficial envelope, ballot missing from envelope, unsealed envelope, no resident address on envelope, and multiple ballots returned in envelope. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 33c is entitled Domestic Absentee Ballots: Reasons for Rejection, Part C and presents the number of jurisdictions in the survey, total number and cases for ballots rejected, and total number and percent of ballots not categorized, along with data on domestic absentee ballots rejected and reason. More specifically, total number, cases, and percent are presented for voter deceased, already voted in person, first-time voter without proper identification, no ballot application on record, and other. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 34 is entitled Provisional Ballots Submitted: Disposition of Ballots. This table presents, in alphabetical order by State, data on provisional ballots submitted and their disposition. More specifically, the data includes the total, cases and percent for counted the full ballot, counted part of the ballot, rejected the ballot, and other disposition, along with the total and percent for ballots not categorized. The total and cases for total ballots submitted are also included, along with the number of election jurisdictions in the survey.
Table 35a, entitled Provisional Ballots: Reasons for Rejection, Part A, presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey and total number and cases for ballots rejected. The table also includes data on provisional ballots rejected and reasons and ballots not categorized. More specifically, total number, cases, and percent are presented for voter not registered in State, voter registered but in wrong jurisdiction, voter registered but in wrong precinct, failure to provide sufficient identification, and incomplete/eligible envelope/ballot. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 35b is entitled Provisional Ballots: Reasons for Rejection, Part B. This table presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, total number of ballots rejected and cases, and data on provisional ballots rejected and reasons for rejections. More specifically, the survey response data includes total number, cases, and percent of ballots rejected for ballot missing from envelope, no signature, non-matching signature, voter already voted, and other. The table also includes total and percent of ballots not categorized.

Table 36 is entitled Use of Electronic Poll Books/Lists at the Polling Place and presents the number of jurisdictions in the survey and total number of participating voters and cases. The table also presents data for the use of electronic poll books/lists to sign voters in, update vote history, lookup polling places, and other use. More specifically, total number and cases of yes and no are presented for sign voters in, update vote history, lookup polling places, and other usage. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 37, entitled Source of Poll Books Used at the Polling Place presents, for each State, the source of poll books. The survey response data presents total, cases, and percent for State printed poll books and shipped to jurisdiction, jurisdiction arranged for printing of poll books, combination of State and local jurisdiction, information unavailable, and other or none indicated. The table also includes total and percent for poll book source not categorized, along with number of election jurisdiction in the survey and total number of participating voters and cases. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 38 is entitled First-time Mail Registrants; Use of Printed Registration Lists at the Polling Place and presents for each State data for total voters participating, first-time mail registrants (voted or not), and use of printed lists at the polls. More specifically, data presented for total of voters participating includes total number and cases, and data presented on first-time mail registrants (voted or not) includes total and number of cases. The presented data on use of printed lists at the polls includes total number and number of cases for options yes, no, and information unavailable. The table also includes number of election jurisdictions in the survey and is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 39 is entitled Number and Ages of Poll Workers. This table, organized alphabetically by State, presents the total number and cases of poll workers and distribution of poll worker age groups. More specifically, the data for poll worker age groups includes the total number and percentage of poll workers represented by workers under 18, 18 to 25, 26 to 40, 41 to 60, 61 to 70, and 71 and over. The table also presents the number of election jurisdiction for each State.
Table 40, entitled Difficulty of Obtaining Sufficient Poll Workers, presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey and total number and cases of voters participating, along with the reported difficulty of obtaining poll workers. The survey response data includes cases and percent for the options very difficult, somewhat difficult, neither difficult nor easy, somewhat easy, very easy, and not enough information. The table is organized alphabetically by State.

Table 41, entitled Number and Type of Precincts/Polling Places, presents, in alphabetical order by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, the number of precincts and cases, the number of polling places and cases, Election Day voting, and early voting. More specifically, total and percent of overall voters are presented for non-election office, election office, and other type for Election Day voting. The data presented for early voting includes total and percent for non-election office, election office, and other type.

Table 42 is entitled Number and Type of Voting Equipment. This table presents, alphabetically by State, the number of election jurisdictions in the survey, the sum of all voting equipment, and data for voting equipment including voting equipment for direct recording electronic (DRE) not equipped with voter verified paper audit trail (VVPAT), DRE equipped with VVPAT, hybrid of DRE/optical scan, optical or digital scan, punch card, lever, other equipment 1, and other equipment 2. More specifically, the survey response data includes total and percentage of voting equipment for DRE not equipped with VVPAT, DRE equipped with VVPAT, hybrid of DRE/optical scan, lever, other 1, and other 2. Booths and percent are presented in the table for paper. The survey response data also includes number and percent of machines that are counters; number of booths and booths per counter are presented for optical or digital scan and punch card equipment.

Table 43, entitled Summary of Selected Factors per Polling Place, presents for each State the number of election jurisdictions in the survey and total number of polling places, along with data for precincts, registrants, voters, Election Day voters (excluding provisional ballots), provisional ballots, poll workers, and voting equipment. More specifically, the data includes total and per polling place for precincts, registrants, voters, election day voters (excluding provisionals), provisional ballots, poll workers, and voting equipment. The table is organized alphabetically by State.